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Letter 646
DREAM
X-9 Bullet Stopper
2017-11-26
Dear Jesus,
Sunday, 26 November 2017, 11PM.
Friday, 17 November 2017 I had a dream.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was standing on the ground with some People who were about to test a new method of
stopping ballistic objects, in this case Bullets Hired from a Firearm, after they have been
Hired. We watched together as someone activated a test round that looked like it was for a
riHle. It was shaped like a .45 slug, only longer. The round was Hired vertically up into the
sky.
The next thing I know, I am with two of the people, a Man and a Woman, and we are chasing
the bullet. They are Hlying in a prone position, Superman style, and I am off to their left, on
the Woman’s side, facing them, (which means I am moving sideways) matching their speed
and carefully observing their every move. Even though we are ascending vertically, it seems
that we are Hlying parallel to the ground hundreds of feet below.
I watch as the pair get ever closer to the speeding bullet. They move closer and closer,
slowly closing the gap between them and the round. As they catch up to the slug, I see a
pocket on the woman’s left shoulder open up from the air pressure. She is aligned so that
the pocket is directly behind the bullet. They move closer and closer, and Hinally the woman
captures the bullet in the shoulder pocket of her jacket, where it comes to a stop.
END OF DREAM.
In the dream I see a great deal of detail. We track the bullet as soon as it is Hired, and I can
see the wake in the air as it moves upward.
When we close in on the round and the Man and Woman are preparing to capture it, I can
see that both the Woman and Man are dressed in a matching black Military Style Uniform,
comprised of material which is designed to withstand the rigors of high-speed Hlight.
After inquiring of the Lord Holy Spirit , it is explained to me that I was witnessing how the
Lord is going to render the “Hiery darts” of the Enemy’s accusations inert, by having the
Church (the Woman) work with His Angels (the Man) in apprehending and stopping the
Words of Hell.
Amen.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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